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5. Discussion and Conclusions

ASR(automatic speech
recognition) contains bias.

Flemish is the worst performing
in Jasmin corpus [1].

Work has been done on other
corpora like accented British

English. [2]
Collecting data is expensive, so
data augmentation is used.
Different techniques can be

used like pitch shift and
SpecAugment. [3]

Frequency perturbation used
 

Can data augmentation improve 
the ASR performance on

Jasmin Flemish Dutch data?

Prepare Flemish Dutch data from the
Jasmin-CGN corpus and split it 90/10

 Train baseline ASR system using kaldi
 Apply frequency perturbation to audio

files
Train new ASR system with old data plus

new augmented data 
Repeat steps 3 and 4 with different

parameters
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Table 1: Percentage WER score for each ASR system 

4. Results
Baseline model is on par with previous
research [1] with some differences

4 Different augmented ASR's which used
frequency perturbation

Slight improvements in all systems
Degradation occuring in some systems 
Augment3  has the best combined score

but Augment2 is the most consistent

Data augmentation can increase ASR performance for Jasmin Flemish
Dutch data

Children, adults and older adults all improved. But improvements vary.
There still is a big gap compared to the other Dutch dialects [1]

Future improvements:

Only include native speakers
Try out different parameters for frequency perturbation

Perform different data augmentation techiniques

 Can we get a WER
better than the original baseline for the three

speaker groups of children, adults and older
adults?


